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DOCUMENT A/CONF.62/WS/1

Statement by the delegation of Paraguay dated 2 April 1980
[Original: Spanish]
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1. The delegation of Paraguay to the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea wishes first of all to express
its appreciation to the President and the other members of the
General Committee for the efficient manner in which they have
directed the work of the Conference.

2. It is making this statement to show its concern about
certain developments which have marked the work of this
Conference.

3. The delegation of Paraguay sees these developments as a
further step in the process—which is still only a possibility—of
appropriation of the sea by certain States. The stages in that
process—which has continued throughout the entire
Conference—have been the extension of the territorial sea, the
establishment of new standards for its measurement, the es-
tablishment of a contiguous zone, the establishment of a so-
called exclusive economic zone of 200 miles, the exclusive
exploitation of the continental shelf beyond 200 miles and the
granting of an economic zone and rights over its continental
shelf to archipelagos of coastal States. If this tendency is not
curbed in some way. what will become of the much-talked-
about common heritage of mankind? Paraguay, which is a
land-locked country, has had no part in that process—which has
developed both within and outside the Conference—and its
delegation has observed it with some perplexity and without
approval.

4. The delegation of Paraguay also feels that these
developments reflect a dangerous loss of confidence by some
States in any effort at joint management of those resources of
mankind which are not yet under their own sovereignty,
since—as would be the result in our case—the intention is to
restrict action by the international community as a whole to the
point of robbing it of virtually all practical content.

5. The delegation of Paraguay believes that this sets a bad
precedent. Will we do the same with the remaining resources of
the universe that are not yet within man's reach?

6. This indicates, in addition, that the Conference has been
made to serve the purposes of certain States, even though it was
convened—let us not forget—for the benefit of all mankind and
not to satisfy selfish interests. It lessens the credibility of this
great undertaking by the international community and of the

organization which sponsored it. calling even its usefulness into
question.

7. The delegation of Paraguay feels that the Conference
must redouble its efforts to defend the integrity of the principle
that was its motive force—the defence of the high seas as the
common heritage of mankind, as enunciated in General As-
sembly resolution 2749 (XXV)—and not the legalized appro-
priation of the wealth of the seas by a very few.

8. Careful study of the various articles of the revised in-
formal composite negotiating text (A/CONF.62/WP.10/
Rev. I ) leads to this disappointing conclusion: not much will be
allocated to the common heritage, which, paradoxically, is be-
ing seriously diminished in relation to the potential wealth of
the sea as a result of this Conference, whose objective had been
to enhance and protect it.

9. In an effort to have the Conference strike a more equi-
table balance in apportioning resources between certain coastal
States and the common heritage of mankind, a group of
delegations has acted in an enlightened manner by introducing,
in a series of amendments to articles 56 and 82 of the revised
informal composite negotiating text, a proposal to establish a
common heritage fund for the benefit of mankind—sup-
plementing the meagre sea-bed resources currently
exploitable—which would be financed with part of the proceeds
from the exploitation of both the continental shelf beyond 200
miles and the so-called exclusive economic zones of the most
advantaged coastal States.

10. The delegation of Paraguay, believing that this propo-
sal meets the requirements of the most elementary justice,
supports it without reservation. In taking this position, the
delegation of Paraguay is not actuated solely by its own inter-
ests, since it will be able to derive very little benefit from such a
fund, which, according to its proponents, will be used primarily
to further the development of land-locked States and of the
least advantaged coastal States.

11. The delegation of Paraguay also notes with concern
thatrat this stage of the work, discussion of the proposal has not
received the attention it deserves and that there is merely a
veiled reference to the matter in the report of the Chairman of
the Second Committee (A/CONF.62/L.51).
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12. The delegation of Paraguay considers the matter to be
of the utmost importance and therefore requests the General
Committee to take the necessary steps to ensure that the same
thing will not happen at the resumption of this session.

13. It is the understanding of the delegation of Paraguay
that the Conference operates on the principle that full con-
sideration will be given to every proposal and that none will be
put aside under the pretext of new procedures or the existence
of other priorities.

14. In conclusion, the delegation of Paraguay wishes to
recall that the purpose of this international gathering is to enact
laws for the future. Its outcome, everyone hopes, will radically
change the course of development of many of the institutions of
international law. Therefore, let us not permit ourselves to be
swept along by haste or by drastic decisions which our genera-
tion and. in particular, future generations may have reason to
regret.
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